Magazines

Over 1 Million

Magazines - 02-017 General Reporting
Jeannine Amber, Vanessa K. De Luca, Lauren Williams
ESSENCE Magazine
The Secrets to Raising Really Smart Kids

Magazines - 02-019 Investigative
Lois Beckett, Vanessa K. De Luca, Lauren Williams
ESSENCE Magazine
Black America’s Invisible Crisis

Magazines - 02-021 Specialty
Marin Cogan
ESPN The Magazine
"The Pursuit of Radical Acceptance"

Magazines - 02-022 Sports
Cord Jefferson
ESPN The Magazine
"Return Specialist"

Magazines - 02-023 Business
Roland Martin, Vanessa K. De Luca, Lauren Williams
ESSENCE Magazine
An Uphill Battle for Black Businesses

Magazines - 02-024 Commentary/Essay
Charlayne Hunter-Gault
AARP The Magazine
Lifting My Voice
**Under 1 Million**

**Magazines - 02-017 General Reporting**
*Chris Mooney*
Mother Jones
"Are You Racist?"

**Magazines - 02-018 Single Topic Series**
*Mychal Denzel Smith, Melissa Harris-Perry, Dani McClain*
The Nation
Special Issue: The Fight for Racial Justice

**Magazines - 02-019 Investigative**
*Dax-Devlon Ross*
Virginia Quarterly Review / The Investigative Fund
Bias In The Box

**Magazines - 02-021 Specialty**
*Kate Ferguson*
Real Health
Speaking Your Truth - Winter 2014

**Magazines - 02-024 Commentary/Essay**
*Patricia J. Williams*
The Nation
Patricia J. Williams, Diary of a Mad Law Professor